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Abst ract - - In  a recent paper [1], a new theory of cell surface capping based on the principles 
of nucleation was proposed. We show how this model can be fitted into the same mathematical 
framework as the Becker-DSring equations. We show that the equations in the paper have a Lyapunov 
function and investigate its use in describing the phase transition. ~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The dynamics of cluster growth has applications to many areas of science. Examples include 
astrophysics, colloidal chemistry, polymer science, and the kinetics of phase transitions in binary 
alloys. The common feature in these examples i  that they can be modelled as a system of a large 
number of clusters which can coagulate to form larger clusters or fragment to form smaller ones. 
One of the mechanisms involved in the immune response is the forming of a cap of antibodies 
on the surface of a foreign cell. In a recent paper [1], a new model of cell surface capping based 
on cluster growth was developed. The model describes the growth of clusters of antibodies and 
the eventual formation of a very large (infinite) cluster. This large cluster corresponds to the 
formation of the cap. In [1], it is shown that the equilibrium solutions associated with the model 
exhibit a phase transition. 
In recent years, a mathematical framework has been developed (see [2-7]) to study the dynamics 
of cluster growth. In particular, the theory explains the formation of very large (infinite) clusters, 
which may be interpreted as a transition from microscopic to macroscopic clusters. In this paper, 
we show that the biological problem of cell surface capping can be fitted into this framework. 
The equations for the model in [1] are complicated, so we first describe a simpler model, the 
Becker-DSring eqaations. In Section 3, we outline the way in which the model in [1] has a similar 
structure to the Becker-DSring equations. In Section 4, we show that the equations in [1] have a 
Lyapunov function and investigate its uses in describing the growth of large clusters. 
2. THE BECKER DC)R ING EQUATIONS 
The Becker-DSring cluster equations describe the dynamics of cr(t) _> 0, r = 1, 2 , . . . ,  which 
represents he concentration of r-particle clusters or droplets in a condensing vapour. The Becker- 
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DSring model [8] is based on the following assumptions: clusters coagulate and fragment by 
gaining or losing single particles; the coagulation rate of r-clusters and monomers into (r + 1)- 
clusters is proportional to the numbers of r-clusters and monomers; and the fragmentation rate 
of r-clusters into (r - 1)-clusters is proportional to the number of r-clusters. The equations are 
oo 
e (t) = - 
r= l  
~(t)  = J~-l(c(t)) - J~(c(t)), 
(1 )  
where c = (c~) and the flux Jr(c) = arC lCr  - br+lCr+l  represents the net rate of conversion of 
r-clusters into (r -{- 1)-clusters. The kinetic coefficients a~, br+l are positive constants. 
The asymptotic behaviour of solutions is especially interesting, both mathematically and for 
applications. In order to discuss the main issues, we give a rapid review of the properties of 
solutions and refer to [2] for the details. The density p of the system is given by p = )-'~r°°=l rcr(t), 
and since each interaction preserves the number of particles, p is independent of time. We look 
for equilibrium solutions c p = (c~) with density p, that is, p = ~r=l  rc~. From (1), Jr(c p) = 0 
for all r, so that 
OO where Q1 = 1 and br+lQr = arQr for r > 2. We also require p = ~-~r=l rQr (~)  r. Let F(z) = 
(30 ~-]~r=l rQr z~" The case of interest is when this power series has finite radius of convergence zs
and Ps = F(z~) < oc. Then the equation F(z) = p has a unique solution z = ~ if p <_ Ps, and 
no solution if p > Ps. It follows that if p < Ps, then there is a unique equilibrium solution c p 
with density p, while if p is greater than the saturation density Ps, there is no equilibrium with 
density p. 
Let Y(c) = )-':~=1 cr[ln(cr/Qr) - 1]. A calculation shows 
: ~ [arCrCl - -  br+lCr+l] [ln(arCrCl) - ln(br+lCr+l)] < 0, 
r= l  
so that V is a Lyapunov function. Also, if p < Ps, the equilibrium cp is the unique minimiser 
of V on the set 
X °= e=(er):e~>_O, for al lr ,  re r=p • 
Suppose that the initial data for (1) has density P0. If Po <_ Ps, the above suggests that as 
t ~ ~,  c(t) converges to the equilibrium c°°. This is indeed the case and, in fact, as t ~ ~,  
oo 
Ice(t)  - c °l o. (2) 
r= l  
If the initial data for (1) has density P0 > Ps, then the asymptotic behaviour is not so clear, 
since there is no equilibrium with density P0. Since V is a Lyapunov function, it is natural to 
consider the behaviour of minimising sequences of V on X p°. The basic result is that if P0 > Ps, 
then the infimum of V on X p° is V(e°'). The infimum is not attained, and if c / is a minimising 
sequence of V, then for each r, ~ --4 ~" as j --* c¢. The solution c(t) of (1) also minimises V 
on X p° , so that for each r, as t --* oo, cr(t) ~ ~ ' .  Note that in this case, the convergence annot 
be as strong as that given by (2) azid, in fact, 
oo oo oo 
r~ l  r= l  r= l  
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The excess density P0 - P, corresponds to a dynamic phase transition, that is, the formation of 
larger and larger clusters as t increases. 
One important issue in the mathematics behind this concerns the continuity of the Lyapunov 
function V. We need V(e/) --. V(c)  whenever ~ --. cr as j --* co for each r. Unfortunately, this 
is not the case. However, since density is conserved, 
co 
yz(c) = V(c) - lnz~ 
r= l  
is a Lyapunov function for each z, and for exactly one value of z, namely, gz = zs, Vz is continuous 
in the above sense. 
3. THE CELL  SURFACE CAPP ING EQUATIONS 
The model for cell surface capping is similar to Becker-D6ring in that clusters can change size 
by gaining or shedding a single particle. However, in the biological model, the interaction of a 
monomer with a cluster depends on the branch structure of the cluster, as well as its size. Before 
writing down the equations, we give a brief description of the model; see [1] for details. 
The monomers are assumed to b~ trivalent, so they can be attached to a cluster by one, two, 
or three bonds. An end is defined to be a monomer attached to a cluster by a single bond. We let 
an,m (t) be the concentration of clusters of n particles and m ends, and Cl (t) be the concentration 
of monomers. We will use either c or (cz, an,m) to denote the vector of all of these concentrations. 
An (n, m)-cluster can grow into an (n + 1, m)-cluster by a monomer joining an end, and it can 
grow into an (n + 1, m + 1)-cluster by a monomer joining an internal site. There is a similar 
mechanism for fragmentation. The equations are 
oo n /2+l  oo (n-{-l)/2 
= Z Z Z Z 
n=2 m=2 n=3 m=2 
C-n,rn = Jn - l ,m(c ) - Jn , rn (C)  Jr" J I n_ l , rn_ l (C  ) - JIn,m(C), 
a,,,2 = J . -1 ,2 (c ) - J . ,2 (c )  - J ' ,2(c) ,  
e~k,k + l = J~k-  ,,k ( c) -- J2k,k+ , ( C), 
fo rn>4and3_<m_< (n+l )  
2 ' 
for n > 3, (3) 
for k > 1. 
In the above, the Jn,m(c) represents the net rate at which (n, m)-clusters become (n + 1, m)- 
clusters and J~,m (c) represents he net rate at which (n, m)-clusters become (n+ 1, m+ 1)-clusters. 
The details are 
( ) Jn,m(C) = 6k+mclan,m - k 2 n - 2m + 3 n - 1 man+z,m, for n > 2, 
JIn,m(C ) = 3k+b(n -- 2m + 2)czan,m -- 2k b ~ (m + 1)an+l,m+l, for n _> 3, (4) 
9 k+ c2 Y~,l(c)  = ~ m 1 -kmc2,2, 
and k +, k;-, etc., are the rate constants. The density p is given by 
oo n/2+l  
n=2 m=2 
Since no matter is lost or gained during the interactions, p does not depend on time. It turns 
out that there is a critical value for the density, denoted Ps, such that the equations (3) have 
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an equilibrium solution with density p if p <_ Ps and no equilibrium if p > p,. All equilibrium 
Z n solutions have the form cl = z, cn,m = Q~,m , where Qn,m is a cumulative product of the 
coefficients similar to the Qr of the Becker-DSring equations. If we let 
4k+m(kb) 2 k + k k; = 6,_~°_, /3 = _ +, 
K = k~(k+) 2, ~ ~ 4k b k~ 
then Qn,m is given by 
g(n  - 2)! 
(n - 2m + 2)!rn!(m - 2)! an/3m" 
~--~oo ~--~n/2+ 1 Let F(z) = z + l_~n=2 Z-~m=2 nQn,m zn. Then F(z) is finite provided z <_ zs and infinite for 
z > Zs, where zs = 1/(~(1 + 2v~)). Thus, Ps = F(zs); see [1] for its value in terms of the rate 
constants. 
4. LYAPUNOV FUNCTION 
As in the Becker-DSring equations, the equations (3) have a Lyapunov function Wz, for every 
z > 0, defined by 
Wz(a)=c l [ ln (~) - l ]+Z Z an,m In -1  . (5) \Q , zn 
n=2 m----2 
A formal calculation shows that 
c~ n /2+l  
dWz(c(t)) 
dt =-Z  Z [an,mClCn,m-bn+l,mCn+l,m][ln(an,mClC~,m)-ln(bn+l,mCn+l,m)] 
n=2 rn=2 
oo (n+l ) /2  
I C - -Z  Z [an, m 1C'n'm--bln+l,m+lCn+l'ra+l] 
n=3 rn----2 
t C x [In (an, m lCn ,m)  - - In  (btn+l,rn+lc.n+l,m+l)] 
- [(a~c 2 - b~,2c2,2] [In (a~c 2) - In  (b~,2c2,2)] , 
' (see equations (4)). where an,m = 6k + m, an, = 3k+ (n -  2m + 2), and similarly for bn,m and bn, m 
Since (x - y)[ln(x) - ln(y)] > 0 for all positive x and y, we can see that I/Vz(c(t)) < O. 
To obtain rigorous results for (3), similar to those for the Becker-DSring equations, a number 
of facts, including existence, uniqueness, and density conservation, eed to be established. Many 
of these facts can be obtained from the theory of two component coagulation-fragmentation 
equations, which was developed in [9]. Here we focus on a difference between (3) and (1), namely, 
that the functions Wz do not enjoy such nice continuity properties as Vz. 
THEOREM 1. For every z E (0, zs], there exists a sequence (yJ} such that YJn,m ~ Yn,m as j ---* oo 
for each n, m, and 
lim wz (yJ) wz(y). 
j ---+ oo 
PROOF. Let c p be the equilibrium with ~ = z and set y = c p so that Yn,m = Qn,mZ n. Define yJ 
by ~ -- z and { 1 
Y~,m = Qn'mZn + ~'  when m = j and n = qj, 
Z n Qn,m , otherwise, 
where q is an integer. Now Y~,m ~ cP,m as J --* c¢ for each n,m and Wz(y j) = Wz(y) + ~?J, 
where [ ~]  ( 1 )  1 1 
r~ = yqj,j + 1 In yqj,j + - yqj,j In (yqjj) qj qj ln(Qqj,jzqJ). 
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I t  is easy  to  check that  l imj-~oo ~J In " 1/qj = - [hmj -~oo(Qqj , j  )z] .  Also, 
1/qj [ (qj)qj ]l/qj 
• lim (Qq j j )=  j-~cclim (qj ~_2 j ) j2 j . (a l~ l /q )q j  =(~l /q  (q 2) 1-2/qq ~ z - l ,  
3- - - ,OO - -  - -  
by choosing q appropriately. So limj-~oo Wz(y j) does not equal Wz(limj-~oo yJ). | 
In all cases where the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of coagulation-fragmentation equations 
has been established rigorously, the 'nice' continuity of a Lyapunov function has been an essential 
tool. Theorem 1 shows that if we are to obtain theorems about the asymptotics of (3), then 
different methods have to be developed. On a more positive note, Theorem 2 shows that Wz is 
uniquely minimised at the appropriate quilibrium. Let 
YP = Y = (Yl,Yn,m) : Yl _> O, Y~,m -> 0 and Yl + nyn,m = p • 
n=2 m=2 
THEOREM 2. 
(a) Let p E [0, Psi and set z = ~.  Then c p is the unique minimiser of Wz on YP. 
(b) Let p > Ps. Then infyeyo Wz. (y) = Wz. (c p" ). Further, any sequence in YP that minimises 
Wz. will converge, component-wise, to e °s . 
PROOF. The proof is the same as that given for Theorem 4.4 in [2]. However, in proving part (b), 
we need a sequence yJ with density p > Ps such that limj-,oo Wz. (yJ) = Wz, (cP~). This construc- 
tion needs extra care, so we present it here. First, let a > 0, and then set y~ = z and 
Qn,mz~ + p - p-----£ when m -- j and n = [aj], 
Y~,m = a j  ' (6)  
t Z n Qn,m s, otherwise, 
where [xJ denotes the integer part of x. Repeating the calculation carried out in the last proof, 
it follows that 
lim Wz,(y j) = Wz,(c p') + In (af~ 1/a a ) 
~oo (a - 2 )1 -2 / "  z ,  . 
The second term on the right is zero iff a = 2 + 1/v/~. | 
In [1], the authors use probabilistic arguments to support he claim that the cell cap will form 
from clusters for which the ratio of cluster size to number of ends (i.e., n/m) is [(2 + 1/v~) J .  This 
predicted behaviour of solutions is qualitatively the same as the minimising sequences of Wzs. 
This could be a useful starting point for a rigorous treatment of the asymptotics of (3). 
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